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Abstract. Computer media develop progressively day by day. In the
process of designing architecture, the employment of digital model
seems to become more significant while the traditional physical model
have still been used. However, the physical model had some unique
characteristics which digital one has not. And those characteristics
were what we intended to discover and put into the digital modeling
environment developed by us.

1. Introduction
The usage of the media is always necessary in design process. By the
presentation of the appropriate media, designers can not only turn the misty
speculation into definite idea, but also further communicate with others (Liu,
1996; Porter, 2000). Take a comprehensive survey of the development
process of designing the media. From 2D drawing of the ancient Egypt
period to the usage of 3D physical model of the Renaissance period, it is
noticed that originally architectural media functioned as record and sacrifices,
and gradually it has become the presentation of design thinking and the
necessary tool of communication (Millon 1994; Liu, 1996; Porter, 2000). By
precise 2D graphic drawing and the production of 3D scale -down model, the
architecture imagined by designers can be presented before it is actually
constructed (Liu, 1996). However, from the Renaissance period to the
modern architecture design, the traditional media has been tested in the hope
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that a more real result of design can be presented than ever. That also
means to apply a more lifelike technique of expression in drawing diorama
and making larger-scale models (Liu, 1996). Not only does it present the
accurate size and style but the color, material, texture, and even the lighting.
Therefore, it shortens the distance between the design imagination and the
real architecture (Mitchell, 1997; Bai and Liu, 1998). However, this
expectation toward traditional media was not fulfilled until the appearance of
the digital media. With the help of the computer calculation, researchers
develop a large amount of construction software for digital modeling.
Therefore, 3D digital models can be freely constructed in this virtual
environment (Mitchell and McCullough, 1997). The precise measurement of
the digital model in size and forms is close to the real architecture. From a
great deal of digital modeling research in color, material, lighting by Sasada
(2000), Liu (2001) and etc., we can find that the simulation is nearly real.
This not only enables designers to receive more feedbacks in the designing
process, but also helps non-professionals to fully understand the designing
content.
2. Problem and Objective
Since digital model has the above strong functions that will make up the
shortage of the traditional physical model, the disappearance of the physical
model should be expected.
Although most professional architectural
designers think that the simulation of the digital model is nearly real, they still
cannot give up the usage of physical model in designing process (Liu, 1996).
Therefore, this research is to find out whether there are still some essential
and basic characteristics in the traditional physical model which are not yet
given to the digital model. The purpose of this research is to find out the
basic characteristics of the physical model; furthermore, it combines these
characteristics in digital model in order to develop a digital modeling
environment with physical characteristics.

3. Methodology and Steps
This research was divided into three stages. The first stage was a general
case study. We conducted an experiment to compare digital model and
physical model in order to find out the different characteristics between
physical model and digital model. Then we further discussed the current
digital media such as visual perception and interactive operation. Finally, we
took the result from previous experiment to the current developing digital
environment.
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3.1 Case Study

In the characteristic differences between the physical model and digital
model, Lin (1999) has suggested that physical model has more advantages in
presenting the effect of ‘scale ’ and ‘volume’. Based on such study, firstly
we chose the Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM), a constructed architecture,
as a comparative basis between physical model and digital model. Next, we
chose 8 subjects who are graduate students from architecture department
and used to building both physical model and digital model in their designing
process. At the same time, we prepared a 1/400 physical model (Figure 1)
made from cardboard and a digital model (Figure 2) in the software of 3D
MAX and Director 3D VR. First, the invited subjects were asked to tell us
what proportion of sense perception (TABLE 1) they might use while
designing with physical model so that we could get a most proportion of
vision and touch. However, as for touch, here we explained it as an
interactive perception of physical model. Therefore, while stepping into the
secondary stage of experiment, we requested subjects to compare out the
characteristics of physical model which uniquely differentiated with digital
model from two aspects; one was the visional perception and the other was
the interactive perception. Moreover, we deduced the characteristics of
physical model in the words of subjects.

.

Figure 1. TFAM physical model

Figure 2. TFAM digital model

TABLE 1. The proportion of sense perception in the operation of physical model

Sense perception

Vision 78%

Touch 22%

Hearing 0%

Tasting 0% Smelling 0%

At last, the result of experiment told us that besides “scale ” and “volume”,
the visional perception gave the subjects, who stood in front of a physical
model, a feel of “vision depth” which was lacked for the subjects in front of a
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digital model of computer screen. Such “vision depth” was the sense which
allowed us to judge the distance between two objects through the eyes.
When subjects moved and rotated the physical model, they experienced
immediately that light lit on the physical model and the change of shadow in
space. It was called “real-time shadow”. And as for interactive perception,
except the “quality and quantity effect”, the secondary property which all
physical objects would possess was “palpability”. All the invited subjects
mentioned that physical model could be touched directly by hand so that it
would affect the measurement of the structure of building and the feasibility
of construction.
3.2 Media Review

We can acquire six characteristics of physical model “Scale ”, “volume”,
“vision depth effect”, “real time shadow”, “quality and quantity effect”,
“palpability”, by above case study. According to the current (corresponding)
technical research, the first four characteristics can be attributed to ‘visional
stereographic’ and the last two characteristics can be attributed to ‘touchable
interactive perception’. The principle of stereographic is that both eyes
watch a scene from different angle, left eye and right eye must catch
different viewpoint image. Then it is the capability of cognition of spatial
depth from the image of different viewpoints that combine in the brain
(Goldstein, 1999). Nowadays there are many stereographical techniques
applying the same principle, such as polarizing filter, liquid crystal display
(LCD) shelter, head mounted display (HMD), color filtering, etc (Robinett,
1995). By simulating the m
i age of two-eye parallax, it makes the digital
model with the same effect in visional depth, scale, and volume in the digital
and virtual world. Another technology is the research of interactive
perception. Nowadays researchers apply the method of Data Glove adding
force feedback to study the interaction and feedback of force between digital
world and virtual world (Sturman, 1994). It has some functions of gravity,
touching and grabbing. It is just like a person grab at one object that some
effects of weight and thickness. Hence, it makes the same digital model as
the physical one with the interactive perception of quality and quantity effect
and palpability in the digital virtual world.
3.3 Digital Modeling Environment

Now we can interact with and edit the digital model in the systematic
software, and we mostly use the application software that has already been
developed or we use C/C++ language by OpenGL/Direct X to develop a
real-time interactive environment. The former may cause many limitations
due to the limited functions of the software; the latter may require a team
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with highly qualified programmers to achieve the project. However, the
study chose VR CAVE( Figure 3) with stereographic method of polarizing

filter to represent digital models. As to the synchronal problem of the six
screens, a server side through synchronal transmission of network is
necessary. In this situation, there should be a software not only with
convenient operational system for users but also highly stretchable like
C/C++. For now, the Director 8.5 developed by Macromedia with 3D
capability is the most appropriate software. First, designers construct a
digital model with the 3D modeling software (Ex, 3D Max, Maya) and then
export it as importable format like W3D through “Pug-in”. Next, the data
will be imported into Director and assigned basic interactive functions such
as “moving”, ”rotation”, “Zoom in/out”. Then the server side transmits the
data (position, scale, rotation) of digital model and camera using the
software called Multiuser to six clients side PC synchronously. Each client
with distinct projector, and the images divided into left eye and right eye are
projected to three screens of VR CAVE (Figure 4). The designer will wear
a pair of glasses with polarizing filter and interact with the digital model
synchronously by using mouse and keyboard. This kind of digital model has
the same effects of “scale”, “volume”, “vision depth” as the physical model.

Figure 3. VR CAVE
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Figure 4. Exploitative structure of the digital modeling environment

Figure 5. Digital modeling environment

4. Results
According to the general case study, there are four major characteristics of
physical models that are different from digital models. They are “the vision
depth effect”, “real-time shadow”, “quality and quantity effect” and
“palpability”. However, the performance of “real-time shadow” depends on
the quality of CPU and display card. In addition, the number of polygon of a
digital model would be another important factor. If the speed of CPU and
display card is quick enough and the number of the polygon is as less as
possible, the real time shadow will be well presented accordingly.
Therefore this kind of system can help designer to deal with visual thinking
as a physical model does. At the same time, it can save a lot of time from
making physical models. And the future study will be combined with the
equipment of data glove of force feedback based on this system. To the
display items in the museum which can only be visualized, the interactive
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perception will be applied to the exhibits via the exhibitive environment
provided with this system. In addition, this system can be used for further
study to find out the cognitive differences compared with physical model.
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